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Abstract
Case-based reasoning is deemed an important technology to alleviate the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition in Arti cial Intelligence (AI). In case-based reasoning,
knowledge is represented in the form of particular cases with an appropriate similarity
measure rather than any form of rules. The case-based reasoning paradigm adopts the
view that an AI system is dynamically changing during its life-cycle which immediately
leads to learning considerations.
Within the present paper, we investigate the problem of case-based learning of
indexable classes of formal languages. Prior to learning considerations, we study the
problem of case-based representability and show that every indexable class is case-based
representable with respect to a xed similarity measure. Next, we investigate several
models of case-based learning and systematically analyze their strengths as well as
their limitations. Finally, the general approach to case-based learnability of indexable
classes of formal languages is prototypically applied to so-called containment decision
lists, since they seem particularly tailored to case-based knowledge processing.
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1 Introduction
Case-based reasoning is deemed an important technology to alleviate the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition in Arti cial Intelligence (AI). In case-based reasoning (cf. [Kol92], [Kol93],
and [RS89]), knowledge is represented in the form of particular cases with an appropriate
similarity measure rather than any form of rules. Those cases are collected during knowledge
processing. For solving particular new problems, cases representing former experience are
retrieved. The most similar cases are chosen as a basis for generating new solutions including
techniques of case adaptation.
There is an enormous variety of case-based reasoning approaches. First, di erent approaches in case-based reasoning are characterized by the case representation and by the
similarity concept in use (cf. [BB+93] for a remarkable collection of diverse case representation concepts within a single project, e.g.). Second, they are discriminated by the degree
of automation in case retrieval and adaptation. Third, the invoked inference mechanisms
may be quite di erent in character (cf. [CG94] for an evaluation of di erent case retrieval
methods, e.g.).
Within case-based reasoning, case-based learning as investigated in [AKA91] is a natural
way of designing learning procedures. The main task of case-based learning is to collect good
cases which will be stored in the case base for describing knowledge and classifying unknown
examples. Thus, case-based learning algorithms do not construct explicit generalizations
from examples which most other supervised learning algorithms derive. Their hypotheses
consist of case bases together with similarity concepts. Both constituents may be subject to
learning.
In this paper, we investigate the power and the limitations of such case-based learning
algorithms. A formal framework for case-based learning has recently been developed by
[Jan92] and [JL93] in an inductive inference manner. Inductive inference is the very theory
of learning from usually incomplete information (cf. [AS83], e.g.). In the majority of classical
inductive inference publications, a learning device (frequently called an inductive inference
machine) is just any computational apparatus meeting certain learning conditions. In other
words, it is a computable function. Learning algorithms which have an architecture and
a behavior motivated by arti cial intelligence research seem particularly relevant both to
the theory of inductive inference and to AI applications. A case-based learning approach
as advocated in the present paper requires a closer look at and allows a more detailed
understanding of the internal mechanism of this type of an inductive inference machine.
Thus, hopefully, it will be easier to interpret the quite theoretical results in the focused area
of arti cial intelligence.
Learning of formal languages is one of the most thoroughly studied areas of inductive
inference. In particular, there is a remarkable amount of work on inductive inference of
indexable classes of formal languages (cf. [Ang80] and [ZL95], e.g.). An indexable class is a
set of formal languages that has an e ective enumeration which admits a uniform procedure
for deciding membership. When learning languages of some given indexable class, their corresponding indices are suitable hypotheses for expressing guesses during learning (cf. [ZL95],
3

for a quite comprehensive investigation into the importance of choosing the appropriate space
of hypotheses). Those hypotheses are generated in response to certain usually incomplete
information about some target object. In language learning, one may either present only
positive information about the language to be identi ed or provide both positive and negative information. In the sequel, we exclusively deal with case-based learning from informant,
i.e., from both examples and counterexamples.
When some target language is presented, it is assumed that every word over the underlying alphabet eventually occurs as an example or counterexample, respectively, within the
potentially in nite informant describing this object. Any case-based learning device has two
fundamental constituents of its hypotheses: case bases and similarity concepts. Thus, either
it may focus on learning case bases by appropriately collecting examples and counterexamples, it may focus on learning by tuning similarity measures to the evidence provided, or it
may try to dovetail collecting cases and adapting similarity concepts suitably. A generated
hypothesis consisting of some case base together with some similarity measure is expressing
the learning device's current guess with respect to some xed underlying interpretation.
A key question prior to learnability is the representability problem under some given semantics. This is the question for the class of target objects, i.e., formal languages, speci able
with respect to a particular similarity concept with varying case bases, or vice versa. Here, we
are not going into the details of several formal semantics as investigated in [Jan92] and [JL95].
In dependence on the class of similarity measures taken into account, a certain possibly restricted class of formal languages is speci able. There is a tradeo between expressiveness
and naturalness. If the class of admissible similarity measures is too restrictive, this becomes
the main obstacle to learnability. Otherwise, if arbitrary computable similarity measures are
permitted, this allows suspicious and undesirable coding tricks during learning. This means
that recursion-theoretic ideas can be rewritten in terms of case bases and highly complex
similarity concepts without meeting any intuition about case-based reasoning, whereas certain seemingly natural classes of similarity measures do not admit learnability of all target
languages. Therefore, our research is especially focused on the e ects of learning similarity
concepts by intuitively natural methods of tuning de ning parameters.
Our general approach to case-based learning of indexable classes of formal languages is
prototypically applied to so-called containment decision lists. The formal languages acceptable by containment decision lists as investigated in [SS92] may be considered an indexable
class, for instance. In our investigations, we have chosen these languages as target objects
of learning, as they seem particularly tailored to case-based knowledge processing. The key
reason is that prototypical cases occur as immediate constituents of containment decision
lists they are describing. Consequently, collecting the right cases means accumulating the
basic syntactic constituents of appropriate acceptors. Because of this extremely close correspondence between cases and generalized descriptions, this area seems particularly promising
for gaining new insights into fundamental phenomena of case-based learning. Similarly to
case-based learning of pattern languages (cf. [JL95]), the results obtained in the sequel may
be interpreted as lower bounds for the diculties of case-based learning in a huge variety
of further problem domains. Intuitively, if learning of containment decision lists necessarily
4

fails within some formal setting, although the information presented does directly provide
information about structural details of the target object to be synthesized, this bears abundant evidence of the even larger problems faced to in learning domains which do not enjoy
such an immediate relationship between pieces of information presented and objects to be
identi ed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents notations and de nitions. The
announced results concerning case-based representability of indexable classes of formal languages are established in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5 we investigate several formal models
of case-based learning and study both their strengths as well as their limitations. A detailed
investigation of case-based learning of containment decision lists can be found in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results obtained.

2 Preliminaries
Let IN and Q be the set of all natural numbers and of all rational numbers, respectively. We
set IN = IN n f0g, and Q ; = fx x 2 Q; 0  x  1g. By h:; :i : IN  IN ! IN we denote
Cantor's paring function, i.e., hx; yi = ((x + y) + 3x + y)=2 for all x; y 2 IN.
Within the present paper, we assume familiarity with formal language theory (cf. [HU79],
e.g.). Let  be any xed nite alphabet of symbols and let  be the free monoid over .
We set  =  n f"g, where " denotes the empty string. The length of a string s 2  is
denoted by jsj. Any subset L   is called a language. By L we denote the complement of
L, i.e., L =  n L.
Every total computable function  :    ! Q ; is said to be a similarity measure.
Let L be a language and let i = (s ; d ); (s ; d ); (s ; d ); : : : be an in nite sequence of elements of  f0; 1g such that range(i) = fsk k 2 INg =  , i = fsk k 2 IN; dk = 1g = L,
and i = fsk k 2 IN; dk = 0g = L. Then we refer to i as an informant. If L is classi ed
via an informant then we also say that L is presented by positive and negative data.
Let L be a language. We denote by info (L) the set of all informants for L. Moreover,
let i = ((sx; dx))x2 be an informant, and let x be a number. Then ix denotes the initial
segment of i of length x + 1, e.g., i = (s ; d ); (s ; d ); (s ; d ). Furthermore, ix and ix refer
to the sets fsk k  x; dk = 1g and fsk k  x; dk = 0g, respectively. Additionally, we use
   to denote the sequence obtained by concatenating two given nite sequences  and  .
A class C of non-empty languages is said to be an indexable class provided that there
are an e ective enumeration L ; L ; L ; : : : of C , i.e., C = fLj j 2 INg, and a total recursive
predicate p : IN   ! f0; 1g such that
(
s 2 Lj ;
p(j; s) = 10;; ifotherwise
:
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An inductive inference machine (abbr. IIM) is an algorithmic device working as
follows: The IIM takes as its input larger and larger initial segments of an informant and
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it rst outputs a hypothesis, i.e., a number encoding a certain computer program, and
then requests the next input element. As usual, we interpret the hypotheses output by an
IIM with respect to some suitably chosen hypothesis space L. Since we exclusively deal
with indexable classes C , we always take as a hypothesis space an e ective enumeration
L = (Lj )j2 of recursive languages. Clearly, L must comprise the target indexable class C ,
i.e., C  fLj j 2 INg. When an IIM outputs a number j , we interpret it to mean that the
machine is hypothesizing the language Lj .
Let M be an IIM, let i be an informant, and let x 2 IN. Then we use M (ix ) to denote
the number output by M in response to input ix. We de ne convergence of IIMs as usual.
Let i be an informant, and let M be an IIM. The sequence (M (ix ))x2 is said to converge
to a number j i all but nitely many terms of (M (ix ))x2 are equal to j .
Now we are ready to de ne learning in the limit (cf. [Gol67]).
De nition 1. Let C be an indexable class, and let L = (Lj )j2 be a hypothesis space
that comprises C . An IIM M identi es C in the limit with respect to L i for every
L 2 C , and for every i 2 info (L), there exists a j 2 IN such that the sequence (M (ix ))x2
converges to j and L = Lj .
The following proposition states that every indexable class is learnable in the limit. Furthermore, every indexable class is identi able in the limit with respect to every hypothesis
space that comprises the target class (cf. [Gol67]).
Proposition 1. Let C be an indexable class, and let L be a hypothesis space that comprises C . Then, there is an IIM M that identi es C in the limit with respect to L.
IN

IN

IN

IN

IN

3 Case-Based Representability
A case-based learning algorithm, when successively processing information about a particular
target object, is generally supposed to come up with some nite case base and some similarity
measure describing the particular target object. This obviously assumes some interpretation of pairs built from case bases and similarity measures in terms of the objects under
consideration. Formally speaking, one needs some well-de ned semantics. In our study, the
objects under consideration are formal languages. Representing a formal language by means
of a nite set of labeled strings, also called cases, and a similarity function results in a nite
description of an acceptor that is di erent from those usually used in formal language theory
(cf. [HU79], e.g.).
In [JL93] two slightly di erent semantics have been introduced to describe formal languages in a case-based manner. In all what follows we restrict ourselves to only one semantics,
the so-called standard semantics (cf. [JL93]).
De nition 2. Let L   , and let  be any similarity measure. L is case-based
representable with respect to  i there are nite sets CB  L and CB  L such
that L = fu u 2  ; 9w 2 CB [ (w; u) > 0 ^ 8v 2 CB [(w; u) > (v; u)]]g.
+

+
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Subsequently, we use the shorthands CB = f(w; 1) w 2 CB g [ f(v; 0) v 2 CB g and
L(CB ; ) = fu u 2  ; 9w 2 CB [(w; u) > 0 ^ 8v 2 CB [(w; u) > (v; u)]]g to refer to
the case base de ned by CB and CB and the language represented by the pair (CB ; ),
respectively. We call (w; 1) a positive case and (v; 0) a negative case. Furthermore, if
CB consists of only positive cases, CB is said to be a positive case base.
Clearly, given any non-empty recursive language L, one can easily de ne a similarity
measure L such that L is case-based representable with respect to L. Moreover, L can be
selected in a way such that any positive case (w; 1), w 2 L, forms a singleton case base that
is suited to represent L (cf. the proof of Theorem 4 for some more details). Consequently,
the more ambitious question is whether or not all objects of some target class C can be
represented in a uniform manner, i.e., by a similarity measure that guarantees case-based
representability of every language in C .
De nition 3. Let C be any indexable class of recursive languages. C is uniformly
case-based representable i there exists a similarity measure  such that every L 2 C is
case-based representable with respect to .
Whereas positive case bases are sucient to represent every recursive language by means
of an individual similarity measure, this approach is too restrictive to case-based represent
quite simple indexable classes in a uniform manner. In order to make this explicit we use the
following notion. A language class is said to be super nite if it contains all nite languages
and at least one in nite language.
Lemma 1. Let C be any super nite indexable class. Then, C is not uniformly case-based
representable, if exclusively positive case bases are admissible.
Proof. This proof is quite simple. The key problem is that, given any singleton language
L = fwg, w 2  , there is exactly one positive case base for L, namely CB L = f(w; 1)g.
This implies that the similarity measure is constrained to satisfy (w; v) > 0 i w = v.
Note that all these similarity measures can be normalized by increasing every (w; v) > 0 to
(w; v) = 1 without changing expressiveness. Thus, up to normalization, there is a unique
similarity measure able to characterize all singleton languages: the recursive predicate testing
equality over . But this does not permit the de nition of a nite case base for the in nite
language belonging to C . This completes the proof.
2
+

+

+

Obviously, the recursive predicate testing equality over  is well-suited to represent each
nite language by simply storing up all its elements. Thus, the main diculty consists in
representing simultaneously nite and in nite languages. In order to overcome this problem,
positive and negative cases are needed.
Theorem 2. Let C be an indexable class of recursive languages. Then, C is uniformly
case-based representable.
Proof. Set C^ = C [ f g, and select any e ective enumeration (Lj )j 2 of C^ satisfying
L j 2 C and L j =  for all j 2 IN. Furthermore, let (wk )k2 be any e ective repetition
free enumeration of all strings in  .
First, we de ne a unary total recursive function r that assigns to each string wk a parIN

2 +1

2

IN
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ticular language Lr k . Afterwards, we de ne a similarity measure  in a way such that wk
serves as a representative case for Lr k , i.e., L(f(wk ; 1)g; ) = Lr k .
Initially, set r(0) = 0. We proceed inductively. Let k 2 IN. We set r(k + 1) = j , if j is
the least index |^  2k satisfying wk 2 L| and r(n) 6= |^ for all n  k. By de nition, r is
total recursive. Furthermore, for each j 2 IN, we have:
Observation. If Lj is in nite, then there is a k 2 IN such that r(k) = j .
Next, we de ne the desired similarity measure . Let k; n 2 IN. We set:
8
>
if wk = wn;
< 1;
(wk ; wn) = > 1 k ; if wn 2 Lr k n fwk g;
: 0;
otherwise:
( )

( )

( )

+1

^

1
+2

( )

By construction, L(f(wk ; 1)g; ) = Lr k for all k 2 IN, and therefore wk serves as a
representative case for Lr k .
Claim. C is case-based representable with respect to .
Let L be any language in C , and let j be the least index that meets Lj = L. We distinguish
the following cases.
Case 1. Lj is an in nite language.
By the above observation there exists a k with r(k) = j . Hence, L(f(wk ; 1)g; ) = Lj ,
and we are done.
Case 2. Lj is a nite language.
Let m = maxfz wz 2 Lj g. Since L n =  for all n 2 IN, there exists, by the above
observation, some k > m such that wk is a representative case for  . Now, set CB j =
f(wk ; 0)g [ f(w; 1) w 2 Lj g. By 's de nition Lj  L(CB j ; ). Furthermore, since Lr k =
 , z < k implies (wk ; w`) = 1 k > 1 z  (wz ; w`) for all ` 2 IN n fz; kg. This,
in particular, results in (wk ; v) > (w; v) for all w 2 Lj , v 2 Lj . Thus, L(CB j ; ) = Lj
follows, and the theorem is proved.
2
( )

( )

2

1
+2

1
+2

( )

Having a closer look at the proof above, one veri es that mainly the \there exists" avor
of De nition 2 is exploited in order to assign to every language Lj 2 C a corresponding case
base. Obviously, in case that it is uniformly decidable whether or not a given language Lj
is nite, one may e ectively construct a case base CB j for each Lj , i.e., L(CB j ; ) = Lj .
Furthermore, if niteness is undecidable, the used de nition of the corresponding case bases
is, clearly, non-e ective.
Within the proof of our next result, we provide a way to overcome the mentioned peculiarities of the construction underlying the proof of Theorem 2. However, our overall goal is a bit
more ambitious. We show that case bases consisting of exactly two cases are still sucient
to represent each language of any given indexable class in a uniform manner. Furthermore,
this upper bound is tight. To see this note that at least one positive case has to be stored
up in the case base to represent any non-empty language (cf. De nition 2). By Lemma 1 we
8

know that positive case bases are not sucient to uniformly represent any given super nite
indexable class C , and thus there has to be at least one L 2 C that requires a case base
containing one positive and one negative case.
Theorem 3. Let C be an indexable class of recursive languages. Then, there is a similarity measure  such that every L 2 C is case-based representable with respect to  by a
case base that contains 2 cases.
Proof. Choose any e ective enumeration (L0j )j2 of C , and set C^ = C[f g. Furthermore,
let (wk )k2 be any e ective repetition free enumeration of all strings in  . First, we
construct a suitable enumeration (Lj )j2 of C^. Afterwards, we de ne the wanted similarity
measure  and an algorithm A that, given any j 2 IN, computes a case base CB j for Lj ,
i.e., L(CB j ; ) = Lj .
Initially, we set L =  . We proceed inductively. Let x  1. For all z  x do the
following: Test, for all y  x 1, whether or not
IN

IN

IN

0

fwr r  x; wr 2 L0z g =6 fwr r  x; wr 2 Ly g:
In case there is at least one index z  x ful lling the above test for all y  x 1, then
select the minimal one and set Lx = L0z . Otherwise, set Lx =  .
Note that (Lj )j2 is an e ective enumeration of C^ having a decidable equality problem,
i.e., there is a recursive predicate q such that, for all j; k 2 IN, q(j; k) = 1 i Lj = Lk .
Now, we are ready to de ne the desired similarity. Let j; k; n; m 2 IN.
8
>
1;
if whj;ni = whk;mi;
>
>
;
if
whj;ni 2 Lj ; whk;mi 2 Lj n fwhj;nig;
1
>
hj;ni
<
if whj;ni 2 Lj ; whk;mi 2 Lj ;
(whj;ni; whk;mi) = > hj;ni ;
>
1 hj;ni ; if whj;ni 2 Lj ; whk;mi 2 Lj n fwhj;nig;
>
>
: hj;ni ;
if whj;ni 2 Lj ; whk;mi 2 Lj :
IN

1

+2

1

+2

1

+2

1

+2

Obviously,  is computable. The above de nition provides a di erent concept of representative cases. By de nition, every string w 2  serves as a representative case for  ,
i.e., L(fw; 1g; ) =  . Furthermore, almost every string whj;zi 2  may play the role of a
representative case for a language Lj 6=  provided we put it together with a well-chosen
string u 6= whj;zi into a case base for the target language Lj . More formally, we have the
following observation.
Observation. Let Lj 6=  , let wa 2 Lj and wb 2= Lj , and let z > a + b. Then,
we have: L(f(wb; 0); (whj;zi; 1)g; ) = Lj , if whj;zi 2 Lj , and L(f(wa; 1); (whj;zi; 0)g; ) = Lj ,
otherwise.
Suppose that whj;zi 2 Lj , and set CB j = f(wb; 0); (whj;zi; 1)g. Clearly, wb 2= L(CB j ; ), but
whj;zi 2 L(CB j ; ). Let v be any string being di erent from wb and whj;zi, respectively. First,
assume v 2 Lj . Since hj; zi  z > b, we obtain (whj;zi; v) = 1 hj;zi > 1 b  (wb; v)
1

+2

9

1
+2

and, therefore, v 2 L(CB j ; ). Second, let v 62 Lj . Now, hj; zi > b implies (whj;zi; v) =
hj;zi < b   (wb ; v ) and, consequently, v 62 L(CB j ;  ). Hence, Lj = L(CB j ;  ).
Obviously, the same arguments apply mutatis mutandis to handle the remaining part,
i.e., the whj;zi 2= Lj case, and the above observation follows.
Claim. C is case-based representable with respect to .
Now, we de ne the desired algorithm A. On input j 2 IN, A executes (A1) and (A2).
1

+2

1
+2

(A1) Check whether or not Lj = L .
In case it is, set CB j = f(w ; 1); (w ; 1)g, output CB j , and stop.
Otherwise, goto (A2).
(A2) Determine the least a; b 2 IN such that wa 2 Lj and wb 2= Lj , and x n 2 IN with
n = hj; a + b + 1i.
If wn 2 Lj , set CB j = f(wb; 0); (wn; 1)g, output CB j , and stop.
Otherwise, set CB j = f(wa; 1); (wn; 0)g, output CB j , and stop.
0

0

1

Clearly, Instruction (A1) is e ectively executable. Since Lj 6= ; for all j 2 IN, Instruction (A2) is e ectively executable as well, and thus A is an algorithm that assigns to every
language Lj a nite case base CB j consisting of two cases. Furthermore, L(CB j ; ) = Lj as
the above observation witnesses.
2
Clearly, the de nition of the used case bases is indeed e ective. This nicely contrasts the
construction underlying the demonstration of Theorem 2. The above proof has another interesting feature we want to point out. Applying the stated observation it can be easily veri ed
that one can e ectively assign to every language Lj in nitely many case bases. As we will
see, the latter makes the constructed similarity measure a good choice for case-based learning
algorithms.

4 Case-Based Learning
In the sequel, we discuss the power as well as the limitations of case-based language learning.
Obviously, this requires a precise notion of what does it mean to learn a target language in
a case-based manner. The model we are going to investigate adapts the notion of learning
in the limit (cf. De nition 1).
Similarly to an IIM, a case-based learner (abbr. CBL) is an algorithmic device that
takes as its input larger and larger initial segments of an informant and it rst outputs
a hypothesis, and then requests the next input element. However, the hypotheses output
by a case-based learner are di erent from those generated by an ordinary IIM. Intuitively,
when fed an initial segment ix of some informant i, a CBL M is requested to return a pair
consisting of a nite set of labeled strings and a similarity measure, denoted by CB x and x,
respectively. More formally, M is supposed to output a pair (kx; jx), where kx is encoding the
10

nite set CB x and jx is encoding a certain computer program for x . Subsequently, we drop
the related technicalities and refer to the hypothesis M computes when fed ix by (CB x; x).
Let i be an informant, and let M be a CBL. The sequence (M (ix ))x2 of M 's outputs is
said to converge to a pair (CB ; ) i all but nitely many terms of (M (ix ))x2 are equal
to (CB ; ).
De nition 4. Let C be an indexable class, and let S be an e ectively enumerable class
of similarity measures. A CBL M case-based learns C with respect to S i for every
L 2 C , and for every i 2 info (L), the following conditions are satis ed:
(1) for all x 2 IN, CB x  ix  f1g [ ix  f0g and x 2 S , where (CB x; x) = M (ix ),
(2) there exists a pair (CB ; ) such that the sequence (M (ix ))x2 converges to (CB ; ) and
L = L(CB ; ).
Finally, C is said to be case-based learnable i there are an e ectively enumerable class of
similarity measures S and a CBL M that case-based learns C with respect to S .
Our rst result points to one strength of this approach. That is, every indexable class is
case-based learnable if the underlying class of similarity measures is appropriately chosen.
The proof of Theorem 4 is based on an idea taken from [Jan92].
Theorem 4. Let C be an indexable class. Then, there are an e ectively enumerable class
of similarity measures S and a CBL M that case-based learns C with respect to S .
Proof. Let L = (Lj )j 2 be any e ective enumeration of the target class C . By Proposition 1, there is an IIM M^ which identi es C in the limit with respect to the hypothesis space
L. The desired CBL M simulates M^ , and case-based learns C with respect to the following
class of similarity measures S .
For every j 2 IN, and for all u; v 2  , we set:
(
u 2 Lj ; v 2 Lj ;
j (u; v) = 10;; ifotherwise
:
IN

IN

+

IN

IN

Let S = fj j 2 INg. Since membership is uniformly decidable for L, one immediately
sees that S is an e ectively enumerable class of similarity measures. Moreover, every nonempty positive case base CB  Lj  f1g can be used to represent the language Lj with
respect to its individual similarity measure j , i.e., Lj = L(CB ; j ).
Let L 2 C , let i = ((sx; dx))x2 be any informant for L, and let x 2 IN. On input ix,
M proceeds as follows. If ix = ;, then M outputs the empty case base and the similarity
measure  . Otherwise, M determines the least y  x with dy = 1, simulates M^ on input
ix , and outputs the singleton case base fsy ; 1g together with the similarity measure M ix .
Since L 6= ;, the CBL M sometimes receives a rst positive case, say (sy ; 1), and outputs
in this and every subsequent step the same case base CB = f(sy ; 1)g. Finally, since M^
identi es C in the limit with respect to the hypothesis space L, the IIM M^ , when fed the
informant i for L, converges to a number j with Lj = L. Therefore, M converges to the pair
(CB ; j ). Clearly, Lj = L(CB ; j ), and thus M case-based learns L.
2
+

IN

0

^(
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A closer look at the above construction shows that one may design remarkably powerful
case-based learners that do not care so much about the problem which cases they are going to
store in the case base. Thus, one is tempted to conclude that case-based learning is only the
task of suitably adapting the used similarity measure. However, the quite opposite approach,
i.e., designing case-based learners that carefully select appropriate cases to be stored within
the case base and that do not change the used similarity measure at all, turns out to be
successful as well.
Theorem 5. Let C be an indexable class. Then, there are a similarity measure  and
a CBL M that case-based learns C with respect to S = f g.
Proof. Choose any e ective repetition free enumeration (wk )k2 of all strings in  , and
any e ective enumeration (L0j )j2 of C . Based on both enumerations, de ne the enumeration
L = (Lj )j2 of C^ = C [ f g and the similarity measure  as demonstrated in the proof of
Theorem 3. For every string s 2  , let #(s) = k be the uniquely determined index k with
wk = s. Note that #(s) can be e ectively determined.
By Proposition 1, there exists an IIM M^ which identi es C in the limit with respect
to the hypothesis space L. Again, the wanted case-based learner M uses the IIM M^ as a
subroutine. So let L 2 C , and let i be any given informant for L, and let x 2 IN. On input ix,
M works as described in Figure 1.
IN

IN

IN

Case-based learner M :
begin

read ix = (s ; d ); : : : ; (sx; dx);
if ix = ; or ix = ;
then CB x := f(s ; d )g;
else j := M^ (ix); yp := minfy y  x; dy = 1g; a := #(syp );
yn := minfy y  x; dy = 0g; b := #(syn ); n := hj; a + b + 1i;
if wn 2= ix [ ix
then CB x := ;
else if wn 2 ix
then CB x := f(wb; 0); (wn; 1)g
else CB x := f(wa; 1); (wn; 0)g;
output (CB x; );
+

0

0

0

0

+

+

end

Figure 1: Case-based learning with respect to a xed similarity measure.
Clearly, M is a case-based learner that works with respect to S = fg. In order to verify
M 's correctness we distinguish the following cases.
Case 1. L =  .
Hence, ix = ; for all x 2 IN, and therefore M converges to the pair (f(s ; 1)g; ). By
0
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de nition of  (cf. the demonstration of Theorem 3), L = (f(s ; 1)g; ), and we are done.
Case 2. L 6=  .
Thus, M must eventually receive a positive and a negative case. Let yp and yn be the least
indices such that an element (syp ; 1) and (syn ; 0), respectively, occur in i, and let a = #(syp )
and b = #(syn ). By de nition, on input ix, x  maxfyp; yng, the CBL M simulates M^
on input ix. Since M^ , when successively fed i, converges to a correct number j for L, i.e.,
Lj = L, there is an x^  x such that M^ (ix r ) = j for all r 2 IN. Consequently, M , when
processing the initial segment ix, ix , ix , . . . , respectively, is always determining the same
index n, i.e., n = hj; a + b + 1i. Furthermore, there is a least y 2 IN such that wn = sy ,
and thus M^ converges as well, say to the pair (CB ; ), where CB = f(wb; 0); (wn; dy )g and
CB = f(wa ; 1); (wn; dy )g, respectively. Finally, having a closer look at the observation stated
within the demonstration of Theorem 3, one immediately sees that L(CB ; ) equals Lj .
Finally, since Lj = L, the CBL M case-based learns L as required and, thus, the theorem
follows.
2
0

^+

^

^+1
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5 Case-Based Learning by Collecting Cases
The case-based reasoning paradigm adopts the view that an AI system is dynamically changing during its life-cycle. These changes may be required thanks to slight and natural changes
with time in the goals of the reasoning system.
Case-based learning, in particular, refers to the learning behavior of an AI system which
proceeds by collecting cases and tuning similarity concepts throughout an extended period
of time. Thus, a more natural formalization should not include access to the whole history
of information processing. Basic approaches of this type of learning have been provided by
[Jan92] and [JL93].
A crucial diculty, then, of such CBL systems is that they are constrained to build their
case bases from the current information available: the current data. They are restricted,
then, in not being able to dig into their entire history of data received. This characteristics
was called operational incremental learning in [Jan93].
De nition 5. Let C be an indexable class, and let S be an e ectively enumerable class of
similarity measures. A CBL M case-based learns C by collecting cases with respect
to S i
(1) M case-based learns C with respect to S ,
(2) for every L 2 C and for every i = ((sx; dx))x2 2 info (L), the following condition is
satis ed: CB  f(s ; d )g, and CB x  CB x  CBx [ f(sx; dx )g, for all x  1,
where (CB x; x) = M (ix ).
Finally, C is said to be case-based learnable by collecting cases i there are an e ectively
enumerable class of similarity measures S and a CBL M that case-based learns C by collecting
cases with respect to S .
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In contrast to De nition 4, a case-based learner M that learns by collecting cases is not
allowed to delete any case that was once included in its case base. Moreover, when processing
the initial segment ix = (s ; d ); : : : ; (sx ; dx ), M is constrained to store up, if any, the
new case (sx ; dx ), only. Since it may happen that a particular case appears exactly once
in the informant presented, M has carefully to examine whether or not it adds the new case
(sx ; dx ) to is actual case base CB x.
On a rst glance, one may expect that these additional constraints on the behavior of
a case-based learner result in a remarkable loss of learning power. However, one straightforwardly veri es that the CBL M used within the demonstration of Theorem 4 ful lls the
requirements of De nition 5. Thus, we may conclude:
Corollary 6. Let C be an indexable class. Then, there are an e ectively enumerable
class of similarity measures S and a CBL M that case-based learns C by collecting cases with
respect to S .
Naturally, the question arose whether or not Theorem 5 remains valid, too, if case-based
learners are requested to learn by collecting cases. As our next theorem rigorously proves, a
case-based learner of the latter type must generally be allowed to change the used similarity
measure within the learning process.
Theorem 7. Let C be an indexable class that contains all nite and all co- nite languages,
and let  be any similarity measure. Then, there is no CBL M that case-based learns C by
collecting cases with respect to S = f g.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there are a similarity measure  and a CBL M which
learns C with respect to S = fg. From this assumption, we will derive a contradiction.
We start with the following claim which, in particular, states that there exists a locking
sequence for the in nite language  2 C (cf. [BB75]).
Claim. There exist an i 2 info ( ) and an x 2 IN such that M (ix ) = M (ix  (u; 1)) for
all u 2  .
Suppose the converse, i.e., for all i 2 info ( ) and for every x 2 IN there is a string
u 2  such that M (ix ) 6= M (ix  (u; 1)). Based on this assumption we de ne a particular
informant i for  on which M performs in nitely many mind changes. Let (wk )k2 be any
repetition free enumeration of all strings in  . By assumption, there is a y 2 IN such that
M ((w ; 1)) 6= M ((w ; 1)  (wy ; 1)). Set i = (w ; 1)  (wy ; 1)  (w ; 1). We proceed inductively.
Let k 2 IN, and i k be the nite sequence that has been already de ned. Again, there is a
y 2 IN such that M (i k ) 6= M (i k  (wy ; 1)). Now set i k = i k  (wy ; 1)  (wk ; 1). By
construction, i = limk!1 i k is an informant for  on which M changes its mind in nitely
often. Hence, M fails to case-based learn  2 C when successively fed its informant i, a
contradiction, and the claim follows.
Select an informant i 2 info ( ), and an x 2 IN in accordance with the claim above. Since
M , by assumption, case-based learns  , M (ix ) = M (ix  (u; 1)) for all u 2  immediately
implies L(CB x; ) =  where (CB x; ) = M (ix ). Next, we de ne a nite language L^  ix
and a co- nite language L~  ix , and show that M fails to case-based learn at least one
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of them.
In order to construct L^ and L~ , set L = ix and consider M 's behavior when fed any
informant i0 for the nite language L with i0x = ix. Since M , in particular, learns L 2 C
when fed i0 , there has to be a y > x such that L(CB y ; ) = L, where (CB y ; ) = M (i0y ).
By De nition 5, CB x  CB y , and since L 6=  = L(CB x; ), we know that CB x  CB y .
Choose any string u 2  n (i0y [ i0y ). Since u 62 L and u 2 L(CB x; ), there has to be
a negative case in CB y causing u not to belong to L(CB y ; ) = L. Such a negative case,
say (v; 0), must meet (w; u) < (v; u) for all (w; 1) 2 CB y . Otherwise, we would obtain
u 2 L(CB y ; ) which contradicts L(CB y ; ) = L.
Now, we are ready to de ne L^ and L~ . For that purpose, select two strings u and v that
satisfy (w; u) < (v; u) for all (w; 1) 2 CB x, set L^ = ix [ fug, and set L~ =  n fvg.
Clearly, the nite sequence ix  (u; 1)  (v; 0) may serve as an initial segment of an informant
for L^ and L~ , respectively. Let (CB x ; ) = M (ix  (u; 1)  (v; 0)). By the choice of ix, we
know that (u; 1) 62 CB x (cf. the above claim). We distinguish the following cases.
Case 1. (v; 0) 62 CB x .
Let ~{ denote any informant for the co- nite language L~ with ~{x = ix  (u; 1)  (v; 0) that
contains the negative example (v; 0) exactly once. By de nition, the CBL M , when fed ~{z ,
z > x + 2, can only add further positive cases to its actual case base CB x = CB x. Clearly,
this does not help to accumulate a case base that allows to represent the target language
L~   = L(CB x ; ).
Case 2. (v; 0) 2 CB x .
Now, let ^{ be any informant for the nite language L^ with ^{x = ix  (u; 1)  (v; 0) that
contains only negative examples past point x +2. By assumption, CB x is a positive case base.
Since (w; u) < (v; u) for all (w; 1) 2 CB x = CB x n f(v; 0)g, we obtain u 62 L(CB x ; ).
In every subsequent step, M can only add negative cases to its actual case base CB x which
does not help to generate a case base CB satisfying u 2 L(CB ; ).
As we have seen, the CBL M , when fed ~{ and ^{, respectively, either fails to collect a
case base that is suited to represent the co- nite language L~ or it cannot accumulate an
appropriate case base for the nite language L^ . Hence, M does not case-based learn C , a
contradiction, and the theorem follows.
2
Since the class of all regular languages contains all nite and all co- nite languages we
may conclude:
Corollary 8. Let  be any similarity measure. Then, there is no CBL M that case-based
learns the class of all regular languages by collecting cases with respect to S = fg.
Consequently, powerful case-based learners that learn by collecting cases must be allowed
to learn similarity measures, too. Next, we investigate the question to what extend the used
similarity measure has to be modi ed within the learning process. As we shall see, it is still
sucient to tune a few parameters of an a priori xed similarity measure, i.e., case-based
learners will do that learn with respect to a class of similarity functions containing only
slightly modi ed versions of an a priori xed similarity measure.
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The class of similarity measures we are going to apply is de ned by adapting a weighting
scheme for cases like that used in the weighted nearest neighbor algorithm [CS93]. This
scheme is based on the idea that the cases in the case base are of di erent importance in
order to represent a target concept. Intuitively, important cases are given larger weights
making them more similar to elements belonging to the target concept. Since the used case
bases are nite, this approach can be easily realized by explicitly assigning weights to those
cases stored in the case base, only.
De nition 6. Let  be a similarity measure, let be a function of nite support, i.e.,
:  ! Q is a total function that meets (w) = 1 for almost all w 2  . Then, we set
 (u; v) = (u)  (u; v) for all u; v 2  .
Furthermore, we call  a weighted similarity measure based on . A similarity
measure  belongs to the class S [ ] provided there is a function of nite support such that
 = .
Clearly, every function of nite support is total recursive. Furthermore, since the class of
all functions of nite support is e ectively enumerable, the class of similarity measures S []
is e ectively enumerable, too, no matter which similarity measure  is chosen.
Based on De nition 5 we next give a precise notion of what does it mean to case-based
learn a target class of languages by collecting cases and tuning only a few parameters of an
a priori xed similarity measure.
De nition 7. Let C be an indexable class, and let  be a similarity measure. A CBL

M case-based learns C by collecting cases and tuning parameters with respect
to  i M case-based learns C by collecting cases with respect to S = S [].
Finally, C is said to be case-based learnable by collecting cases and tuning parameters i
there are a similarity measure  and a CBL M that case-based learns C by collecting cases

and tuning parameters with respect to  .
As our next result impressively shows, case-based learners that are allowed to collect cases
and to tune parameters of a given similarity measure are of remarkable learning power provided that the used similarity measure is well-chosen. Interestingly, the additional learning
power comes mainly from the following source: A case-based learner of the above type is
able to simulate \forgetting," i.e., a case that has been previously included in its case base
can be paralyzed by simply setting the corresponding weight to 0. Furthermore, a case that
has been once paralyzed can be, subsequently, reactivated be increasing its weight. Hence,
paralyzing a certain case once included does not mean to strike o this case.
Theorem 9. Let C be an indexable class. Then, there are a similarity measure  and a
CBL M that case-based learns C by collecting cases and tuning parameters with respect to .
Proof. Let (wk )k2IN be an e ective repetition free enumeration of all strings in  . For
every string s 2 , let #(s) = k be the uniquely determined index k with wk = s.
Furthermore, choose any e ective enumeration (L0j )j2IN of C , and de ne the enumeration
L = (Lj )j2IN of C^ = C [ f g and the similarity measure  as demonstrated in the proof of
Theorem 3.
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Applying Proposition 1 we may x an IIM M^ which identi es C in the limit with respect
to the hypothesis space L. Similarly as in Theorem 5, the desired case-based learner Mc uses
the IIM M^ as a subroutine. So let L 2 C , and let i = ((sx; dx))x2 be any given informant
for L.
On input i , the CBL Mc stores the pair (s ; d ) in its case base, and outputs the pair
(f(s ; d )g; ). As long as no element (s; d) with d 6= d occurs, Mc simply repeats its rst
hypothesis (f(s ; d )g; ). Otherwise, when iy = (s ; d ); : : : ; (sy ; dy ) contains for the rst
time a pair (s; d) with d 6= d , Mc builds the case base CB y = f(s ; d ); (sy ; dy )g, and outputs
the guess (CB y ; y ), where y equals . In every subsequent step, i.e., on every input ix ,
x  y, Mc is de ned as described in Figure 2. Note that, for the sake of readability, we
specify only the weights for those strings u 2  with (u) 6= 1.
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Case-based learner Mc:
begin

read (s ; d ); : : : ; (sx; dx); (sx ; dx );
if ix  L(CB x; x) and ix \ L(CB x; x) = ;
then CB x := CB x; x := x
else j := M^ (ix); y := minfz dz 6= d g;
m := maxf#(sz ) (sz ; dz ) 2 CB xg;
if #(sx ) = hj; `i for some ` > m
then if d = dx
then (sz ) := 0, if (sz ; dz ) 2 CB x n f(sy ; dy )g
else (sz ) := 0, if (sz ; dz ) 2 CB x n f(s ; d )g;
CB x := CB x [ f(sx ; dx )g; x := 
else CB x := CB x; x := x ;
output (CB x ; x )
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Figure 2: Case-based learning by collecting cases and tuning parameters.
By construction, Mc is a CBL that collects cases and tunes parameters with respect to
. Note that S [] contains total computable functions, only, and therefore Mc, when fed
an initial segment ix , can e ectively test whether or not its last hypothesis (CB x; x) is
consistent with all the data read so far, i.e., ix  L(CB x; x) and ix \ L(CB x; x) = ;.
In order to verify Mc's correctness we distinguish the following cases.
Case 1. L =  .
Hence, d = 1. By construction, Mc outputs in every step the hypothesis (f(s ; 1)g; ).
Clearly, L(f(s ; 1)g; ) =  (cf. the demonstration of Theorem 3), and we are done.
Case 2. L 6=  .
Since L 6=  , there is a least y 2 IN such d 6= dy , and thus CB y contains a positive
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and a negative case. By assumption, the IIM M^ identi es L when fed i, and therefore there
exists a least x > y such that j = M^ (ix) = M^ (ix r ) for all r 2 IN. We argue that Mc will
change its mind at most once past this point.
Clearly, if L(CB x; x) = L we are done, since Mc changes its mind only in case that an
inconsistency with the given input data has been detected.
Now, suppose that L(CB x; x) 6= L, and therefore Mc sometimes, say when fed in,
n  x, detects an inconsistency, i.e., in 6 L(CB n; n) or in \ L(CB n; n) 6= ;, where
CB n = CB x and n = x. In every subsequent step, Mc either does not change its mind,
i.e., it is repeating the guess (CB x; x), or it adds a new case (sn; dn), n^  n, to its current case base CB x that meets #(sn) = hj; `i for some ` > maxf#(sz ) (sz ; dz ) 2 CB xg.
Since range(i) =  , the CBL Mc must eventually receive a suitable case (sn; dn) and outputs, therefore, a di erent hypothesis (CB n; n), where CB n = CB x [ f(sn; dn)g. Having
a closer look at the de nition of n one immediately sees that L(CB n; n) either equals
L(f(sn; dn); (s ; d )g; ) or it equals L(f(sn; dn); (sy ; dy )g; ). Since #(sn) = hj; `i and, in
particular, #(sn) > maxf#(s ); #(sy )g, we may conclude that L(CB n; n) = Lj (cf. the
observation stated within the proof of Theorem 3). Finally, since Lj = L, and since Mc is
never modifying a correct hypothesis, Mc case-based learns L as required, and the theorem
follows.
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6 Application: Case-Based Learning of CDLs
Containment decision lists (CDLs, for short) have been introduced in [SS92] to study the

e ect of noise on learning languages in the PAC learning framework. The class of languages
acceptable by containment decision lists forms a proper subclass of the class of all regular
languages and is based on the notion of decision lists [Riv87]. Within the present section,
we study the case-based learnability of languages acceptable by CDLs within the di erent
models of case-based learning introduced above.
The de nition of the language represented by a containment decision list is based on the
subword relation between strings. Given two strings u; v 2  , u is said to be a substring
of v, denoted by u  v, i there are w ; w 2  such that w  u  w = v.
De nition 8. Any non-empty list T = [(u ; d ); (u ; d ); : : : ; (un; dn); (un ; dn )] is
said to be a containment decision list over , where ui 2  , i  n, un = ", and
di 2 f0; 1g, i  n + 1. The language L(T ) generated by the containment decision list T is
de ned as follows: L(T ) = fw w 2  ; dk = 1 where k = minfi i  n + 1; ui  wgg.
Finally, CCDL denotes the class of languages that are acceptable by containment decision
lists.
One may think of a containment decision list as an \if then elseif : : : else "
rule. For example, the containment decision list T = [(abba; 1); (aa; 0); (bbb; 1); ("; 0)] may
be pictured as in Figure 3, where  = fa; bg. There is no need to represent " by a node. For
example, aabbab 2 L(T ), but aaabb 62 L(T ), since abba 6 aaabb and aa  aaabb.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the containment decision list [(abba; 1); (aa; 0); (bbb; 1); ("; 0)]
One easily veri es that every nite and every co- nite language, respectively, is acceptable
by an appropriately chosen containment decision list. Hence, the following non-learnability
result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.
Corollary 10. Let  be any similarity measure. Then, there is no CBL M that case-based
learns CCDL by collecting cases with respect to S = fg.
On the other hand, we already know from Theorem 9 that there are proper superclasses
of the language class CCDL, the class of all regular languages, for instance, that are case-based
learnable by collecting cases and tuning parameters. Hence, we may conclude:
Corollary 11. The class CCDL is cased-based learnable by collecting cases and tuning
parameters.
However, the similarity measure used within the demonstration of Theorem 9 is quite
general, since it allows to uniformly represent every indexable class. Therefore, the question
arose whether other more natural similarity measures guarantee the case-based learnability
of the class CCDL as well.
Next, we de ne a simple and seemingly natural similarity measure  that re ects the
characteristic features of languages acceptable by CDLs quite well. For two strings u; w 2 
we de ne:
(
uw
 (u; w) = 10;; ifotherwise
:
Given any CDL T the strings used within the nodes of T form a case-base that is suited to
case-based represent L(T ) with respect to a well-chosen weighted similarity measure based
on .
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Theorem 12. Let T be any containment decision list. Then, there is a similarity measure
 2 S [ ] such that L(T ) is case-based representable with respect to .
Proof. Let T = [(u ; d ); : : : ; (un; dn); ("; dn )]. We set CB = fur r  n; dr = 1g and
CB = fur r  n; dr = 0g. In order to de ne the desired similarity measure  2 S [ ],
we choose the corresponding weights as follows. For all r  n + 1, we set ur = 1=r + 1.
Furthermore, let (v) = 1 for all v 2= CB [ CB . Finally, it is not hard to verify that
L(CB ; ) = L(T ), where CB = CB  f1g [ CB  f0g. We omit further details.
2
Surprisingly enough, the seemingly natural similarity measure  does not allow to casebased learn the class of all language acceptable CDLs by collecting cases and tuning parameters.
Theorem 13. There is no CBL M that case-based learns CCDL by collecting cases and
tuning parameters with respect to .
Proof. As above, let  = fa; bg be the underlying alphabet. First, we de ne a particular class of containment decision lists over . We set T = [(bab; 1); (aba; 0); ("; 1)] and
Tk = [(bab; 1); (aba; 0); (bak b; 1); (bak ; 0); (ak b; 0); ("; 1)] for all k 2 IN .
By de nition we may easily conclude:
Observation 1. Let k 2 IN , and let w 2  with jwj  k + 2. Then, w 2 L(T ) i
w 2 L(Tk ).
The class of languages acceptable by these particularly designed containment decision
lists has the interesting property that some of the nodes listed have necessarily to occur in
any case base used to specify the corresponding language via the given similarity measures
in S [ ]. For the subsequent proof, it is sucient to consider this property with respect to
positive cases, only. More formally:
Observation 2. Let k 2 IN , let  2 S [ ], and let CB  L(Tk ) and CB  L(Tk ).
Then, L(CB ; ) = L(Tk ) implies bak b 2 CB , where CB = CB  f1g [ CB  f0g.
In order to verify the latter observation, let k 2 IN , let  2 S [ ], and let CB  L(Tk )
and CB  L(Tk ). Suppose to the contrary that L(CB ; ) = L(Tk ), but bak b 2= CB .
Now, consider the string w = bak b. Clearly, w 2 L(Tk ). By assumption, L(CB ; ) = L(Tk )
and, therefore, there must be some string u 2 CB that satis es both (u; w) > 0 and
(u; w) > (v0; w) for all v0 2 CB . By the de nitions of both  and S [ ], we may
conclude that u  bak b. Now since bak b 2= CB , we obtain u 6= bak b and, thus,
u  bak b. There could be two subcases: ( ) u  bak and ( ) u  ak b. Without
loss of generality, assume that ( ) happens and set w0 = bak . Clearly, w0 2= L(Tk ). Since
by assumption L(CB ; ) = L(Tk ), there has to be a string v 2 CB that, in particular,
meets (v; w0)  (u; w0). Hence, (v; w0) > 0 follows and, thus, we obtain v  w0 as
before. Moreover, w0  w implies v  w. Putting this all together we may conclude
that (v; w) = (v; w0)  (u; w0) = (u; w) which contradicts (u; w) > (v0; w) for all
v0 2 CB . This contradiction nishes the proof of Observation 2.
The proof proceeds by reductio ad absurdum. Assume any case-based learner M that
infers every language acceptable by a CDL Tk , k 2 IN, as required. Therefore, the CBL M ,
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in particular, case-based learns L(T ) by collecting cases and tuning parameters with respect
to . It suces to show that there is a k 2 IN and an informant ^{ for L(Tk ) such that M
fails to learn L(Tk ) when successively fed ^{. This can be seen as follows.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 7, one easily veri es that there exists a locking
sequence for L(T ). Thus, there exists an i 2 info (L(T )) and an x 2 IN such that M (ix ) =
M (ix  (u; 1)) for all u 2 L(T ). Given any locking sequence ix for L(T ), choose any k 2 IN
exceeding the maximal word length in ix. By Observation 1 we know that ix  L(Tk ) and
ix \ L(Tk ) = ;. Finally, select any informant ^{ = ((sn; dn))n2 for L(Tk ) that meets ^{x = ix,
sx = bak b, and sy 6= bak b for all y > x + 1. Since ^{x is a locking sequence for L(T ),
and since, by de nition of T , bak b 2 L(T ), the case-based learner M does not add the
positive case (bak b; 1) to its actual case base CB x, i.e., (bak b; 1) 2= CB x , and therefore
CB x = CB x. Since the positive case (bak b; 1) appears exactly once, and since M is
supposed to case-based learn L(Tk ) by collecting cases and tuning parameters, the CBL M ,
if ever, converges on ^{ to a pair (CB ; ) with (bak b; 1) 2= CB and  2 S [ ]. This completes
the proof, since according to the contraposition of Observation 2, we know that L(CB ; )
does not equal L(Tk ).
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7 Conclusions
In the present paper we have been investigating the possibilities as well as the limitations of
case-based learning of indexable classes. The characteristic feature of a case-based learner is
the way it encodes its hypotheses. Each hypothesis of a case-based learner consists of a case
base and a similarity measure. Such a pair is called a case-based representation. First, we
have been studying which indexable classes are case-based representable. If the similarity
measure is xed for the class under consideration, case-based representability using positive
cases only is quite limited. In contrast, every indexable class is case-based representable with
respect to a xed similarity measure, if positive and negative cases are admissible. Then,
moreover, case bases that contain at most two cases are sucient. These results heavily
depend on the existence of in nitely many cases. For a study of case-based representability
in nite domains the reader is referred to [GL96].
The case-based reasoning paradigm adopts the view that an AI system is dynamically
changing during its life-cycle. A system's reaction in response to environmental changes
may be reasonably interpreted as learning, in many cases. A case-based learning problem
is the twofold task to select from the positive and negative cases received during a system's
application appropriate ones and to choose a similarity measure from a pregiven class in order
to produce a case-based representation that describes the target phenomenon. Since every
indexable class can be case-based learned easily if the class of similarity measures contains an
appropriate measure for each language, we analyzed two restrictions on the general model.
On the one hand, the case-based learner was forced to use the same similarity measures
for all languages of the class. On the other hand, we studied case-based learners that are
required to collect cases only, i.e., case-based learners that can only decide whether or not
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to store up the last case presented in the case base.
As it turns out all indexable classes remain learnable, if the case-based learner has to
obey either of these restrictions. But there are indexable classes that are not case-based
learnable, if both to collect cases only and to use a single similarity measure is demanded.
Remarkably, the situation is not as worse as one might expect. It suces to weight the
importance of cases in the case base comparable to the weighted nearest neighbor algorithm
proposed in [CS93] to gain case-based learnability even under these restrictions.
To illustrate the dependency between case-based representability and the choice of an
appropriate similarity measure, we have been investigating an area which seems particularly
tailored to case-based reasoning { learning of containment decision lists. Whereas a certain
seemingly natural similarity measure does not admit case-based learnability of all containment decision lists by collecting cases and tuning parameters, certain non-standard concepts
do. This nicely illustrates the limitations of common-sense reasoning in automating learning
processes. The dependency on the choice of the similarity measure is under further investigations by experiments (cf. [BDF96], for a guided tour through our system prototype).
The reader may consult [JL95] for a couple of similar results trading naturalness versus
representability and learnability, respectively.
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